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“When executed with a clear understanding of its purpose as a method for fostering empathy, 
creativity, and innovation, design thinking can be a powerful tool for learning and change. If it is 
hastily and inexpertly implemented by educators with a weak or incomplete understanding of its 
principles, however, it is likely to be a waste of energy and precious classroom time.” 
PROMPT: Can design thinking transform education to meet the needs of the 21st century? How might this 
impact the future of the labor force and economy?

“Tinker Hatfield’s background in architecture and athletics sparked his game-changing shoe 
designs for Nike, including the iconic Air Jordan series.” 
PROMPT: How is design thinking at the center of Tinker’s work? How can you see the five prior lessons 
(broad exploration to lateral thinking) come to life in this episode?

“Singapore wanted to improve upon its existing systems. In 2008, government agencies came to 
IDEO to help connect the intention behind their policies with how their services were delivered 
to the public. To bridge the gap, IDEO Singapore partnered with five government agencies on 
more than 12 projects.” For more on Singapore’s embrace of design thinking, read and watch 
here. 
PROMPT: Can governments and social entrepreneurs use design thinking to improve quality of life and 
equality? Why or why not?

“Many leading hospitals are starting to focus more on understanding the patient experience to 
solve these kinds of problems, as well as to improve overall patient experience and to lower costs. 
Yet it’s not always easy to get key stakeholders to consider nonclinical aspects of this type of 
work. One of the most promising approaches for understanding patients’ experiences has been 
design thinking, a creative, human-centered problem-solving approach.” 
PROMPT: Why was design thinking useful in improving patient experiences and healthcare? Can this 
framework be applied to all industries? Why or why not?
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